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Abstract: Layout problems are an engineering task that heavily relies on project experience. During the

design of a plant, various factors need to be considered. Most previous efforts on industrial layout

design have focused on the arrangement of facilities in a plant. However, the area-wide layout

was not thoroughly studied and the relationship between plant layout and area-wide layout was

rarely mentioned. In this work, the key plant that has the greatest impact on the industrial area is

figured out first, and then the coupling relationships between the key plant and the industrial area

are studied by changing the occupied area and length-width ratio of the key plant. Both of them are

achieved by changing the floor number. A hybrid algorithm involving the genetic algorithm (GA)

and surplus rectangle fill algorithm (SRFA) is applied. Various constraints are considered to make the

layout more reasonable and practical. In the case study, a refinery with 20 plants is studied and the

catalytic cracking plant is found to be the key plant. After the retrofit, the total cost of the refinery is

1,806,100 CNY/a less than that before, which illustrates the effectiveness of the method.

Keywords: coupled layout; key plant; multi-floor structure; hybrid algorithm

1. Introduction

Facility layout problem (FLP) is an important branch of industrial engineering and has a great

impact on production efficiency, operating safety and construction investment of a factory. It was

firstly proposed by Koopmans and Beckmann [1] in 1957, aiming to minimize the material handling

cost by arranging given facilities reasonably. The research direction of early layout problems was

the single-floor layout of equal-area facilities using a discrete QAP (Quadratic Assignment Problem)

model [2]. The area was divided into grids of the same size in one-to-one correspondence with the

facilities. Since the facility shape [3,4] and size have an obvious impact on the overall layout area,

it is unreasonable to generalize the layout problem with equal size facilities. Therefore, some works

tended to convert the direction into UA-FLPs (Unequal-Area Facility Layout Problems) [5]. Due to

the shortage of land resources and limited horizontal space, a multi-floor layout has become one of

the research hotspots [6]. Various methods to assign facilities into floors have been implemented.

Chang et al. [7] classified the departments into groups according to the flow relationship, and the

departments of a similar category are arranged on the same floor. Wang et al. [8] divided facilities into

different floors by stochastic algorithm, and obtained an optimal solution iteratively.

Many efforts have been made to rationalize the layout results. Safety factors were implemented

by the TNT (Trinitrotoluene) explosion model [9] or domino hazard index [10]. Limitations on the

area and aspect ratio of facilities were taken into account as well [11–13]. The adjacent arrangement of
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special plants was implemented by arranging plants with upstream and downstream relationships

jointly [14]. The same objective was also achieved by maximizing the adjacent lengths of plants with

frequent flow exchanges [15,16], or the total flow rate of departments next to each other [17]. In order

to make the mathematical models more accurate, a number of works have been done. Ahmadi and

Jokar [18] established a multiple-stage model in multi-floor layout research. Facilities were assigned to

each floor using mixed integer programming (MIP), and the facility location on the floor and the final

layout were determined by non-linear programming (NLP). Anjos and Vieira [19] firstly optimized the

relative location of departments in the region and then determined the inner precise layout. The model

solved sequentially may lead to suboptimal solutions, so Leno et al. [20] proposed a hybrid algorithm

to optimize the internal and external layout at the same time. Various algorithms were adopted, such as

GA [21,22] and the simulated annealing algorithm [23,24], and both of these have obtained reasonable

results. To improve the performance of each algorithm, many kinds of hybrid algorithms [25,26] were

often applied as well.

However, through the development of layout research in recent years, there are still some aspects

left to be solved or improved. In order to solve such problems, some concepts need to be clarified.

There are two main types of layout—namely, plant layout and area-wide layout (general layout) [27].

A plant is defined as a collection of multiple facilities, and the industrial area usually contains various

plants. Plant layout is mainly devoted to the optimal arrangement of facilities with their original sizes

in the plant area. Area-wide layout studies focus on the reasonable placement of plants with fixed or

flexible sizes within the industrial area. The main purpose of both layouts is to reach the reasonable

use of space and meet process requirements. However, the studied land scale of the area-wide layout is

much larger than the plant layout, which results in more complicated factors that need to be considered,

such as geographical factors and traffic conditions. Additionally, pipeline network design plays a

more important role in the area-wide layout because of the long distance, which brings more solving

difficulties as well. Therefore, at present, more attention is paid to the study of plant layout [28–31],

and unfortunately, only a small number of researchers have focused on the area-wide layout [32,33]

due to its complexity. The coupling optimization of both is even rarer. However, it is quite essential

because these two layouts are indivisible. Plant layout usually has an effect on the area-wide layout to

some extent, especially in the aspect of the occupied area. If it is required to reach the best of both,

plant layout must be considered in the design of the area-wide layout. To the best knowledge of the

authors, few previous articles consider the impact of a single plant on the overall area, or whether a

better scheme can be obtained if both layouts are taken into account at the same time. In addition,

in previous studies, the number of facilities or plants was generally small due to the solving difficulty

of layout problems. The number of facilities considered in the optimization was less than 10 in most

of works [34,35]. Even in some works with a larger problem size, there were around 20 facilities in

total [36], which is still far from the actual situation.

Therefore, to deal with the above issues, a new idea to design an area-wide layout is put forward.

The main contribution of this work lies in the development of the conventional single-layout studies,

which means that the coupling optimization of the two layouts mentioned above is realized by several

steps of optimization. The impact of plant layout on the area-wide layout is emphasized. This work

focuses on improving the practicality of the layout optimization method and explores the internal

relationships of different levels of layouts. The plant layout and area-wide layout are concerned at the

same time and the coupling relationships between them are especially considered. The main purpose

of this work is to figure out the impact of a special plant on the overall industrial area and the coupling

relationships between a plant and the industrial area, so that some new construction ideas can be

provided. This area has significant research value but has rarely been mentioned in previous studies.

It is very beneficial if the cost of the industrial area can be greatly reduced by only modifying one

certain plant. To achieve the above objectives, a method with multiple steps is proposed to solve the

problem sequentially. Firstly, the key plant with the greatest impact on the overall layout is figured

out and modified. It is then coupled with the industrial area. The whole layout with all the plants
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is optimized and compared with the original one to study the impact of changes in the key plant

on the overall layout. Through the above steps, plant layout is well related to the area-wide layout.

In addition, based on previous research, safety distance, multi-floor model and joint arrangement

of special facilities are applied. A case with practical size is studied. A combined algorithm of the

genetic algorithm (GA) and surplus rectangle fill algorithm (SRFA) is adopted to give rules for facility

placement and optimize layout results effectively. As a conclusion, the point of this work is that a

common problem which has not been studied before is raised and a set of approaches to address it is

put forward. Through the case study, a better solution than the original one is certainly obtained due

to the more comprehensive approach.

2. Problem Statement and Mathematical Model

Layout problems are known to be complex and NP-hard [37] with plenty of variables and

constraints. On the premise of given facility sizes and flow information, the optimal relative location

of facilities with minimum cost are the ultimate goal for the final layout. Since there are two levels

of layouts in this study, both facility arrangement and plant placement are considered. To solve this

problem, some assumptions and rules are given as follows:

➢ Both plants and facilities are simplified as rectangles and placed orthogonally;

➢ Plants cannot overlap each other, as with facilities;

➢ Safety distance between facilities should meet the requirements in the regulations;

➢ Multi-floor structure is applied. Facilities can be placed on the first floor or higher.

Based on the descriptions above, a mathematical model was established for the layout problem

with constraints and the objective function.

2.1. Constraints

In addition to the basic settings, a set of constraints is necessary for a more practical layout result

to ensure the rationality of the facility and plant arrangement. These constraints include several

aspects. Directional constraints, non-overlapping constraints and boundary constraints can be used

in both plant layout and area-wide layout. Cross-floor constraints, pump area constraints, parallel

heat exchanger constraints and facility floor constraints are applied only to plant layout [14]. They are

explained, respectively, in detail below.

Directional constraints limit the orientation of facilities (or plants) that can be placed horizontally

or vertically within the given area. The visual length and width of facilities in the region are determined

by the direction. A binary variable ri is set and specify that if ri = 0, the facility is placed horizontally,

otherwise, if ri = 1, the facility is placed vertically. The relationship between the visual length and

width of a facility in the region and its actual size can be described as follows:

li = (1− ri)lai + riwai, (1)

wi = (1− ri)wai + rilai, (2)

where li and wi are the visual length and width after facility placement and lai and wai are the actual size

of the facility. These constraints are also applicative for plant placement. They are also set as linking

constraints between plant layout and area-wide layout. The length, width and aspect ratio of the key

plant (explained in the next section) are determined through the results of the plant optimization and

are regarded as known conditions in subsequent optimization. The sizes of other plants remain as

original ones according to the case.

Non-overlapping and boundary constraints guarantee the rationality of the final layout, and are

suitable for both facilities and plants. Different facilities (or plants) cannot be placed in the same

position, and the area occupied by different facilities cannot be crossed. This can be achieved by
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non-overlapping constraints. When the relative positions of facility i and j meet one of the following

four conditions, they are non-overlapping:

x1 j ≥ x2i, (3)

x1i ≥ x2 j, (4)

y1i ≥ y2 j, (5)

y1 j ≥ y2i, (6)

where i and j represent two different facilities. For facility i, x1i and y1i are the coordinates of the lower

left corner, and x2i and y2i are the coordinates of the upper right corner. Formulas (3)–(6) respectively

represent that facility i is on the left, right, upper and lower side of facility j.

In addition to the fact that facilities (or plants) cannot overlap with each other, they cannot be

placed beyond the given area, which is achieved by boundary constraints. Only when the position of a

facility meets all the following constraints can it be arranged without exceeding the given region:

x1i ≥ 0, (7)

x2i ≤ L, (8)

y1i ≥ 0, (9)

y2i ≤W, (10)

where L and W are the length and width of the given area. For facilities, the area means a plant, and for

plants, it means the industrial area. When all the facilities are placed, the overall area occupied is the

obtained plant area. It is noted again that the above kinds of constraint are suitable for both facility

and plant arrangement, and the following ones are only used in plant layout to arrange facilities.

Cross-floor constraints for high facilities are necessary for multi-floor studies. When it comes

to three-dimension problems, floors should be taken into account. The floor height is usually

predetermined, and high facilities like towers and reactors would occupy multiple floors when they

are arranged. When the position K on the first floor is occupied by a high facility, the same position

on the higher floor cannot arrange other facilities. K is set as a binary variable to realize the function.

For a high facility i, Ki = 1 means facility i is placed at position K. Take a two-floor plant as an example,

the constraint can be explained as follows:

If K1i = 1, then K2i = 1, K2 j = 0, (11)

where K1i is the position of facility i on the first floor, and K2i is same position on the second floor; i is a

high facility that needs to be placed across floors; and K2j is the position of facility j on the second floor.

Equation (11) indicates that if the cross-floor facility is placed at position K, the other facilities cannot

be arranged at position K on any floor.

The pump area constraints seek to ensure that the pumps should be arranged as a whole to

facilitate operation and maintenance, referring to the actual situation of the industry. The area occupied

is called pump area. In the pump area, the orientation of the pumps is set to be fixed for the layout

regularity. With the relative position of pumps and the coordinates of the pump area, the actual

position of each pump in the plant area can be described as follows:

xpi = xp + xpri, (12)

ypi = yp + ypri, (13)
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where xpi and ypi are the actual coordinates of pump i. xp and yp are the coordinates of the pump area.

xpri and ypri are the coordinates of relative position of pump i inside the pump area.

Parallel heat exchanger constraints aim to reach a joint arrangement of heat exchangers with the

same function. In the actual situation, in order to meet the requirements of heat transfer, parallel heat

exchangers should be placed together as a whole in the layout. Different from the pump position

that needs to be optimized, the relative position of the heat exchangers in parallel are often fixed.

In order to arrange the heat exchangers neatly, they are set to be placed horizontally. When there are,

in total, n heat exchangers in a parallel group, the coordinates of each heat exchanger inside can be

calculated as:

xHi = xH, (14)

yHi = yH + (i− 1)wHi, i = 1, 2, · · ·, n, (15)

where i is the number of a heat exchanger that belongs to a parallel group. xHi and yHi are the actual

coordinates of heat exchanger i in the overall plant. xH and yH are the coordinates of the group, and wHi

is the width of heat exchanger i.

Facility floor constraints mean that facilities with special features should be positioned on a certain

floor so that their function is ensured. Pump area should be placed on the first floor to avoid cavitation.

Air coolers need to be placed on the top floor to ensure their cooling effect. High facilities like towers

and reactors must be placed on the first floor because of their height, and need to occupy the same

position on each floor.

2.2. Objective Function

To solve plant layout problems, when all the constraints are satisfied, the objective function of the

total cost (TC) including piping investment cost (PIC), pumping operating cost (POC), land cost (LC)

and floor cost (FC) is established, and all the costs are expressed in the form of annual costs:

TC = PIC + POC + LC + FC (16)

PIC is related to the pipeline material cost and installation cost, and is calculated by the pipeline

length and unit price:

PIC =
1

T

n
∑

m=1

UICmLm, (17)

where T is the plant life; m is the serial number of a material connection between different facilities; n is

the number of total material connections; Lm is the Manhattan distance between the center coordinates

of the two rectangular facilities, in the unit of m; and UICm is the unit price of pipeline (USD/m),

which is calculated by the method proposed by Stijepovic and Linke [38]:

Lm =
∣

∣

∣x j − xi

∣

∣

∣+
∣

∣

∣y j − yi

∣

∣

∣, (18)

UICm = A1wtpipe + A2D0.48
out + A3 + A4Dout, (19)

where xi and yi are the coordinates of the center point of facility i, and xj and yj belong to facility j; A1 is

the pipe cost per unit of quality, which is 0.82 USD/kg; wtpipe is the quality per meter of pipe, in the unit

of kg/m; A2 is the installation cost parameter, which is 185 USD/m0.48; Dout is the outer pipe diameter

in the unit of m; A3 is the floor space cost of pipe, which is 6.8 USD/m; and A4 is the insulation layer

cost of pipe, which is 295 USD/m. The values of wtpipe, Dout and related parameters are determined by

Equations (20)–(22) [38]:

wtpipe = 644.3D2
inner + 72.5Dinner + 0.4611, (20)

Dout = 1.052Dinner + 0.005251, (21)
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Dinner =

√

4Q

πρu
, (22)

where Dinner is the inner diameter of pipe in the unit of m; Q is the material mass flow rate in the unit

of kg/s; ρ is the material density in the unit of kg/m3; and u is the flow rate in the unit of m/s.

The annual pumping operating cost POC means the material handling cost, and it is determined

by Equation (23):

POC = CEH

n
∑

m=1

Pm, (23)

where, CE is the unit energy cost (USD/kW·h), H is the annual operating time (h/a), and Pm is the pump

work of transporting different materials (W), which is calculated by Equation (24):

Pm =
Qh f ,m

η
, (24)

where η is the pump efficiency; hf,m is the energy consumed by overcoming the resistance along the

way and gravity in the process of unit material transmission in the unit of J/kg, which is determined as:

h f ,m = λ
Lmu2

m

2Dinner,m
+ αmgz, (25)

where λ is the coefficient of friction; g is the gravity constant; z is the transmission height in the vertical

direction (m); and αm is a binary variable which represents the material transportation in the vertical

direction. If a material flow is transferred from a lower floor to a higher floor, the material handling

cost includes the upward transfer cost, then αm = 1. Otherwise, αm = 0.

The calculation of land cost (LC) and floor cost (FC) is related to the area occupied by all the

facilities, as shown in Equations (26) and (27).

LC =
1

T
UL×max(x1i + li) ×max(y1i + wi), (26)

FC =
1

T
UF×max(x1i + li) ×max(y1i + wi), (27)

where UL is the unit land cost and UF is the unit floor cost (CNY/m2). x1i and y1i are the lower-left

coordinates of facility i. li and wi are the length and width.

In total, TC is set for the optimization of plant layout with four kinds of costs. However, there is a

difference between the optimization of the industrial park and plants. This work focuses on exploring

the impact of changes in plant area on the area optimization of the industrial park. Therefore, in the

optimization of the area-wide layout, only the land cost is chosen to be the objective function for

optimization. The method to calculate LC in area-wide layout is the same as the one in Equation (26)

and x1i, y1i, li, wi are parameters of the related plants.

3. Optimization Algorithm

For the layout problems, the facility position, order, material connections, occupied area and

investment costs are the issues that need to be addressed. In this work, in order to reach a final layout,

a hybrid algorithm combining GA and SRFA is proposed to solve the problem.

GA [39] is applied as the main framework of the whole algorithm. GA searches for the global

optimal solution by simulating the biological evolution process in nature. In GA, each population is

composed of multiple individuals, and chromosomes are made up of multiple genes, which determine

the fitness of individuals. Iterative operation is carried out through selection, crossover and mutation.

Individuals with high fitness are passed on until the optimal result is obtained.
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As a classical evolutionary algorithm, GA has strong flexibility and global search ability, and the

genes can be mapped to the research facilities one by one. Therefore, it is one of the most widely used

algorithms in the facility layout field [40]. In this work, multiple facilities are coded by genes to obtain

the desired optimal plant layout. In the model, variables are set to be genes, and their value ranges are

chosen to be 0.5–10.49. Each gene represents a decision variable, including the facility placement order,

the orientation and the bottom width of the given region. The objective function is regarded as fitness.

By randomly generating variable values and iterating optimization, the result output with the highest

fitness is finally obtained, which is the optimal layout result under GA.

However, although GA has a good performance, it is difficult to consider the size and area of

facilities in the programming process, so an additional algorithm is needed to arrange the rectangular

facilities into the rectangular region in a tight and orderly manner. SRFA is a suitable algorithm that

has the above functions [8]. It is initially used to cut a rectangular plate into rectangular blocks of

specific sizes to reach the highest utilization of the original plate. Therefore, for the layout problem

with rectangles of both facilities and plants, it is significantly suitable and effective in performance,

aiming to minimize the area occupied by facilities within a given area [41].

SRFA is expressed in a data set of residual rectangles to represent all the available space currently.

All the facilities are arranged into the region in a given order. When a new facility is put into the

plant, an appropriate area is figured out in the residual rectangle set. Facilities are placed in the lower

left corner preferentially in the residual area, and the coordinates and sizes are recorded in an array.

After a facility is arranged, the number set of residual rectangles is updated for the next placement.

The residual rectangles with no area occupied or that are no longer able to be disposed of by any of the

remaining facilities will be removed. All the facilities are arranged in this manner until all of them are

arranged completely, and all the facility positions are obtained.

SRFA can reach the facility coordinates of each floor, but it requires the placement order and the

bottom edge length of the region to do the calculation, so this is combined with GA to get a final layout

result. The placement order, direction of each facility and the plant bottom length are variables that

have a significant impact on the modeling and calculating process, and they are decision variables that

should be given before calculation for SRFA. Therefore, these variables are generated in GA and then

sent to SRFA to obtain the facility coordinates. Values obtained from the SRFA are returned back to

GA to calculate the fitness. Through the process of selection, crossover and mutation, the results of

each generation are iterated until the preset number of iterations is reached or the optimal solution is

obtained. If it is set to be a multi-floor structure, the floor number should be predetermined, and the

number of facilities in each floor are generated in GA within a given range. Due to the large number

of facilities inside the plant and the excessive number of variables set in GA, the running time of

the combined algorithm is relatively long. Therefore, parallel computing is adopted to improve the

running speed and save calculation time. When the plant is set to be a two-floor structure, then the

specific optimization steps of a plant layout with multiple facilities are as follows:

➢ A series of random variables are generated in GA as the initial population, which determine the

facility placement order and direction, the facility number in each floor and the length of the

bottom edge of the plant area.

➢ Since pumps, towers and reactors must be placed on the first floor and air coolers must be

placed on the top floor, these special facilities are put aside. Other facilities are randomly sorted

according to the variable values generated by GA, and the order is recorded in an array called P.

➢ The value of the variable a determines the number of facilities placed on the first floor. In order

P, the first a facilities are placed on the first floor, and the other facilities are placed on the

second floor.

➢ Add pump area, towers and reactors to the facilities of the first floor, and a new sort P1 of the

facilities on the first floor is randomly generated. The layout of the first floor is optimized by

SRFA, and the facility position coordinates are obtained and recorded in array A1. Since towers

and reactors need to be placed across the floors, array B is used to record their locations.
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➢ Add air coolers to the facilities on the second floor, and a new sort P2 is generated randomly.

Facilities on the second floor are also optimized by SRFA. Before the optimization, the positions

recorded in array B are deleted from the available area on the second floor to ensure that the

towers and reactors can be placed across the floors and do not overlap with other facilities on

the second floor. The position coordinates of the facilities on the second floor are recorded in

array A2.

➢ The layout of the pump area on the first floor is optimized by SRFA, as well according to the order

of pump placement. The coordinates of each pump are determined and added to array A1.

➢ Calculate the total cost including pipe construction cost, material handling cost, land cost and

floor cost, and obtain individual fitness values according to the position coordinates and sizes of

each facility and material connection data in GA.

➢ The current population in GA is judged. If it has reached the preset evolution number,

the program will stop running; otherwise, a new generation of random variables will be

generated through selection, crossover and mutation, and then step 2 will be carried out again to

continue the operation.

 

Figure 1. Algorithm flow diagram of proposed methodology.
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It should be noted that the hybrid algorithm was carried out in MATLAB. The built-in GA in

MATLAB toolbox was used, and all kinds of operators were default during the optimization process.

In detail, the selection function is stochastic uniform, and the mutation function and crossover function

are both constraint dependent. In order to introduce the combination of the two algorithms more

intuitively, the algorithm flow diagram of the proposed methodology is shown in Figure 1.

4. Optimization Process

This section shows the main contribution of this work. As mentioned in the introduction,

plant layout has an obvious impact on the area-wide layout. Therefore, the research of only a single

layout is not comprehensive, and considering two levels of layouts in one work will certainly lead

to a better overall solution and provide a new idea for the industrial retrofit. Thus, in this work,

it is necessary to realize the coupling optimization between the internal layout of a plant and the

general layout for the industrial area. To study the coupling relationships between two layouts,

the transformation of a certain plant needs to be carried out, and then the modified plant together with

other plants is optimized in the industrial area. The results before and after the transformation are

compared. In order to achieve the above goals, the overall optimization process is divided into several

parts and the results are obtained step by step.

In the first part, the key plant is figured out. It is defined as the plant with the greatest impact

on the overall occupied area. When the area or sizes of the key plant changes, the reduce in the total

industrial area is the largest. To seek out the key plant, it is necessary to obtain the impact of each

plant on the area-wide layout, and the plant with the greatest effect is taken as the optimization target.

A variable e is specially defined in this work as the ratio of industrial area variation to plant area

variation. When the plant area decreases, the larger value of e means that the reduction of the target

plant area can reduce the overall industrial area more effectively. By comparing e of each plant, the key

plant is easy to be figured out.

In the second part, the layout of the key plant is optimized using the proposed hybrid algorithm.

The changes of occupied area and aspect ratio of the key plant are achieved by optimizing the internal

layout and increasing the number of floors. The total cost including pipe construction cost, material

handling cost, land cost and floor cost is taken as the objective function.

In the third part, the coupling relationships of the key plant and industrial area are studied.

The original and modified layouts of the key plant are respectively optimized with the remaining

plants in the objective function of minimizing the land cost. The overall industrial layout before and

after the modification of the key plant is analyzed and discussed.

In total, the proposed method can deal with the coupling layout problems through several steps.

A set of process approaches are put forward. Previous research has only focused on a single layout and

ignored the coupling relationships of different levels of layouts, which may lead to an incomprehensive

result. When both of the two layouts are concerned in one work, a better coupled result of the overall

layout will be certainly obtained. This idea can be proved in the case study.

5. Case Study and Result Discussion

In order to prove the effectiveness of the optimization process and the proposed methodology, a

refinery was taken as an example. There were 20 plants in total, e.g., a power station (PS), crude oil

fractionation plant (COF), gas separation (GS), hydrogenation union (HU), residual and wax oil

hydrodesulfurization (RWH), fluidized catalytic cracking (FCC), light hydrocarbon recovery (LHR),

LPG desulfurization and demercaptan (LPGDD), sulfur recovery (SR), aromatics combine plant

(AC), hydrogen production (HP), continuous catalytic reforming (CR), naphtha hydrofining (NH),

polypropylene and polyester (PP), delayed coking (DC), air separation and compressor (ASC), central

control room (CCR), railway transportation department (RTD), tank field (TF), and sewage treatment

area (STA). The initial sizes of the plants are shown in Table 1. It should be noted that the lengths and

widths include both the original plant sizes and the safety distances.
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Table 1. Sizes and area of each plant.

Number Name Length (m) Width (m) Area (m2)

1 PS 205 234 47,970
2 COF 95 190 18,050
3 GS 37 59 2183
4 HU 176 190 33,440
5 RWH 165 190 31,350
6 FCC 74 186 13,764
7 LHR 59 44 2596
8 LPGDD 59 146 8614
9 SR 80 190 15,200

10 AC 196 88 17,248
11 HP 91 190 17,290
12 CR 88 146 12,848
13 NH 88 59 5192
14 PP 73 146 10,658
15 DC 124 205 25,420
16 ACS 99 80 7920
17 CCR 92 69 6348
18 RTD 117 439 51,363
19 TF 731 434 317,254
20 STA 176 322 56,672

5.1. Process of Finding the Key Plant

In this section, the key plant with the greatest impact was found based on our methodology.

Because the changes of the area and aspect ratio theoretically affect the overall industrial area, the two

aspects were both studied. The area and aspect ratio of each plant were adjusted one by one while

the sizes of other plants remained unchanged. The aim of this action is to study the influence on the

area-wide layout of each plant. Two scenarios were used for the study. One scenario only changed the

area of a certain plant, and the other adjusted the area and aspect ratio simultaneously.

When studying the area change of a plant, it was assumed that the area of the modified plant is

20%, 40%, 60% and 80% of the original one. The minimum of the occupied industrial area was set

to be the optimization objective, and the e value of each plant was calculated one by one. When the

area and aspect ratio were simultaneously changed, the area was still calculated as above, and the

aspect ratio was regarded as a random variable with a certain upper and lower bound according to

the inner structure of the plant. The aspect ratio was calculated with other variables in GA to obtain

the modified plant layout and calculate the e value of the plant. The values of e of each plant with

different areas and aspect ratios are listed in Table 2. Since GS and LHR are too small compared with

other plants and have little impact on the overall layout, they are excluded from the selection of the

key plant. RTD is not eligible to be the key plant because its size is fixed.

In order to display the results more intuitively, the average value of e under the two different

conditions was calculated and is drawn in Figure 2.

As mentioned above, the larger the value of e, the greater the influence of the plant on the

area-wide layout. Combined with Table 2 and Figure 2, it can be seen that when only the area of a

plant changes, the average e value of the FCC plant is higher than other plants. When both the aspect

ratio and area are changed, the e value of the FCC plant is still larger in each area condition and is the

largest in average. In particular, when the area is 80% of the original one, e reaches 7.07. This shows

that the FCC plant has a much greater impact on the area-wide layout than other plants. When the

area of the FCC plant is modified, the overall area can be significantly reduced. Therefore, the FCC

plant was selected as the key plant in this case.
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Table 2. e value of each plant.

Number Name

Area Changes
Aspect Ratio Stays the Same

Area Changes
Aspect Ratio Changes

20% 40% 60% 80% 20% 40% 60% 80%

1 PS 1.10 1.46 1.76 1.89 1.20 1.18 1.76 1.71
2 COF 2.13 1.80 2.13 1.14 1.56 1.80 2.13 1.14
3 HU 1.26 1.53 2.22 2.15 1.26 1.69 1.41 2.45
4 RWH 1.35 1.14 1.55 2.94 1.27 1.36 1.55 2.94
5 FCC 2.70 3.23 4.28 5.21 2.70 3.48 4.84 7.07
6 LPGDD 2.68 3.17 4.16 2.38 2.08 2.38 3.57 2.38
7 SR 2.19 1.80 2.19 2.70 1.35 1.80 2.28 3.62
8 AC 1.41 1.88 2.23 4.46 2.08 1.58 2.23 2.08
9 HP 1.93 1.38 1.63 2.98 1.41 1.78 2.22 4.15

10 CR 2.69 3.06 2.79 3.19 2.59 3.06 3.19 3.44
11 NH 2.96 3.95 1.97 3.95 4.44 3.29 1.97 3.95
12 PP 3.25 3.05 1.90 1.92 3.13 3.05 4.33 5.29
13 DC 1.66 1.55 1.81 2.82 1.86 1.95 2.82 3.63
14 ACS 3.07 2.59 2.59 2.59 3.07 4.10 4.53 4.53
15 CCR 4.24 3.77 2.83 3.23 3.63 3.77 3.63 3.23
16 TF 1.05 1.10 1.15 1.16 1.03 1.07 1.05 1.11
17 STA 1.06 1.24 1.49 1.72 1.29 1.18 1.49 1.27
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Figure 2. Average of e of each plant in two scenarios.
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5.2. Internal Layout Optimization of the Key Plant

Through the efforts above, FCC was selected to be the key plant with 217 facilities in total,

including 48 heat exchangers, 70 vessels, five reactors, six towers and 79 pumps, and 224 material

connections. Since it was proved to be an effective way of modifying the key plant, the changes in the

area and aspect ratio of the FCC plant were carried out at the same time by building a double-floor

structure and modifying the inner layout of each floor.

For the internal layout of the FCC plant, the bottom length of the plant was set as a variable with

20 m lower bound and 60 m upper bound. The floor height was set as 6 m. Pumps were centrally

arranged in a pump area with 16 rows and five columns on the first floor. Air coolers were placed on

the second floor. Towers and reactors were placed across floors. Their shapes in a two-dimensional

plane were circles and were treated as rectangles with sides equal to their diameters for the convenience

of arrangement. Parallel heat exchangers were placed as groups with other facilities. The algorithm

combining GA and SRFA was applied to solve the mathematical model by using parallel computation

on MATLAB with the objective of minimizing the total cost. Figure 3 shows the plant layout plan after

the modification, and Table 3 shows the comparison of the sizes and costs of the original and modified

plant layout. Figure 4 shows the convergence curve of the hybrid algorithm. Due to the adoption

of parallel computing, the calculation speed was greatly increased, and the computing time for the

optimization of the layout inside the FCC plant was around 300 s.

 

 

 

Legend 

 

First floor Second floor  

Figure 3. Floor layout of modified FCC layout.

Table 3. Results comparison of original and modified FCC layout.

Original Layout Reconstruction Layout

Length (m) 34 42
Width (m) 146 76

LC (104 ¥/a) 49.57 32.15

PIC (104 ¥/a) 30.26 34.99

POC (104 ¥/a) 22.28 29.82

FC (104 ¥/a) 0 19.29

TC (104 ¥/a) 102.11 116.25
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Figure 4. Convergence curve of the hybrid algorithm.

It can be seen from Table 3 that, after the modification, the area of the FCC plant is 64.89% of

the original one. However, in terms of costs, the original layout is superior. After the modification,

the total cost is higher. In order to facilitate comparative analysis, the comparison of five kinds of cost

of the key plant is drawn in Figure 5.

 

Figure 5. The cost comparison of original and reconstruction layout.

Combined with Figures 3 and 5 and Table 3, it can be seen that the modified layout satisfies the

constraints established in the model; however, its total cost is higher than the original layout, which is

1.1625 million yuan per year.

As for LC, the land cost of the double-floor modified layout is lower, which is 64.89% of that of

the original single-floor layout. However, in the ideal case where all the facilities can be arranged
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without constraints, the land cost should be 50% of the original one when an additional floor is

added. The reason is that, firstly, the practical constraints must be satisfied. Secondly, towers and

reactors occupy the same position on the two floors at the same time. Additionally, pumps must be

placed on the first floor as a pump area, which limits the area of the first floor and may lead to the

loose layout of other floors. Therefore, the land cost is 64.89% of the original one, instead of 50%.

The pipe investment cost PIC and pumping operating cost POC after the modification are both higher.

This is because the materials are transformed horizontally in the single-floor layout and only needs

to overcome friction resistance. When it becomes a multi-floor structure, cross-floor connections are

added, and the more connections in the vertical direction there are, the longer the vertical conveying

distance will be. In addition to overcoming the friction resistance, the materials need to overcome

gravity, which increases the energy consumption and leads to the increase in the operational cost.

After the modification, due to the addition of floors, the floor construction cost FC needs to be taken into

account. As for the total cost, after the modification, it is 141,400 CNY/a higher than the original cost.

5.3. Coupling of the Key Plant and Industrial Area

In this section, the key plant and other plants are optimized through coupling to figure out the

effectiveness of the proposed methodology. With the initial sizes of all the plants and the sizes of

the modified FCC plant, the industrial area is optimized with the objective of minimizing the total

land cost. The original and modified industrial layout are, respectively, drawn in Figures 6 and 7.

The comparison of numerical results is represented in Table 4, which shows the respective and coupling

results of the key plant and industrial area.

 

 
Figure 6. Layout diagram with original fluidized catalytic cracking (FCC).
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Figure 7. Layout diagram with modified FCC.

Table 4. Results comparison of original and reconstruction FCC and industrial layout.

Original
Layout

Modified
Layout

Difference between the
Modified and

Original Layout
Coupling Result

FCC plant total annual cost
(104 ¥/a)

102.11 116.25 14.14
−180.61

Industrial annual cost
(104 ¥/a)

7492.75 7298.00 −194.75

The modified key FCC plant with a new area and aspect ratio was coupled with the whole

industrial layout, and the e of the FCC plant was calculated to be 4.58, indicating that the change in the

key plant can effectively reduce the industrial area. Combined with Figures 6 and 7 and Table 4, it can

be seen that, for the key plant itself, the total annual cost after the reconstruction is 141,400 CNY/a

higher than before. However, when the key plant is coupled with other plants to reach an area-wide

layout, there is a significant reduction in the overall total industrial cost. The coupling cost after the

modification is 1,947,500 CNY/a less than before, which is around 17 times the increased cost of the key

plant itself. Combined with the two costs, the overall total cost of the industrial layout reduces by

1,806,100 CNY/a. Even though the key plant cost is higher after the modification due to the increase

in PIC, POC, and FC, the total cost of the industrial area is still much lower. This is because after

the modification, the changes of the area and aspect ratio lead to a better coupling of the key plant

and other plants. A more compact area-wide layout is acquired and the land is used more efficiently,

which greatly reduces the occupied area and saves the land cost. Compared with the increased cost

of the key plant itself, the reduced cost of the whole industrial land is far greater and, therefore,

the modified layout is obviously better. This indicates that the key plant surely has a significant impact

on the area-wide layout. The plant modification and the slight increase in costs in the key plant may

lead to a substantial reduction in the total costs of the area-wide layout, which can provide an idea for

the design of an industrial park.

6. Conclusions

This paper proposes a new idea and a method regarding the layout problem. In previous studies,

the correlation between the industrial area and a single plant has rarely been considered. To fill this

gap, the coupling relationship of these two layout scales are focused on in this work, which will

certainly lead to a better result. To reach a coupling layout planning, three steps of the optimization
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are carried out in sequence. The key plant with the greatest impact is selected according to the variable

e. It is then modified in a multi-floor structure with plenty of constraints and the objective function,

which is the total cost, including piping investment cost, pumping operating cost, land cost and

floor construction cost. Both the cross-floor placement of towers and reactors and the constraints for

the placement of specific facilities are considered. Finally, the original and modified key plant are

separately optimized with other plants. The land cost is the objective function in the optimization of

area-wide layout. Diagram and numerical comparisons are reached for the analysis of the coupling

optimization. A refinery served as an example to verify the proposed methodology. A better solution

was achieved. Case results show that even though the plant cost after the modification is 141,400 CNY/a

higher, there is a 1,947,500 CNY/a reduction in the area-wide layout cost. When the key plant is coupled

with the industrial area, the final total cost is reduced by 1,806,100 CNY/a, which turns out to be a

significant improvement.

When studying the area-wide layout in the future, this method can be used to figure out the

plant that has a greatest influence on the whole layout. The time value of money will be involved as

well to reach a more valuable result. The internal modification of the key plant itself can bring great

benefits to the whole industrial layout transformation, which saves resources and capital costs to a

great extent. This method provides reference and a new direction for the retrofitting of a plant or a

whole industrial area.
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